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The Sojourners

We’re living in trying times. We can split the atom, clone DNA and send ideas across the 
world at the speed of light, but we still haven’t learned to live together and hear the cries 
of our brothers and sisters when they need us the most. Doctors are working hard to cure 
AIDS and cancer, but no matter how far science advances, there are some things it will 
never be able to explain. Why do we suffer?  How come we still treat each other so bad? 

Science will never mend a broken heart or transform despair into hope. Sometimes, faith is 
the only thing that can carry us from darkness to light, and often music is what illuminates 
us on that journey. It’s during those times that you want to call on The Sojourners. 

The celebrated Canadian gospel trio’s third album, Sing and Never Get Tired produced by 
Cousin Harley’s Paul Pigat offers new hope for people living in desperate times. With its 
twelve new songs of faith, struggle and the promise of redemption, the music on Sing And 
Never Get Tired has the power to soothe the hurts brought by modern life. With a more raw 
and bluesy edge than they’ve ever shown us before, singers Marcus Mosely, Will Sanders 
and newcomer Khari McClelland prove that there’s still no kind of music that’s more 
stirring, uplifting and inspiring than gospel music when it’s done right.  

There are lots of sugary, squeaky-clean gospel songs out there, but that’s not what you 
come for when you decide to spend time with The Sojourners. Mosely, Sanders and 
McClelland perform music that reflects the world we all live in. They don’t sing about some 
removed perfect place or any distant plains of glory. Their music expresses the old adage 
that God does his best work on the streets and in the gutters and not in the houses of power 
or the mansions of the rich. According to Mosely, “This album is grittier and has more of an 
edge than anything we’ve done before. These new songs have a groove to them. We’re 
doing dance music, and if you come to see us, you should be ready to have a good time.”

Most importantly, Sing and Never Get Tired explores the roots of the connection between 
gospel and social action by dipping into the deep well of American roots music to revisit 
classic songs associated with The Staples Singers, The Dixie Hummingbirds, Rosetta 
Tharpe and Nina Simone. It’s a record that recalls the sixties in both its sound and its 
subject matter. It records a journey and offers hope of change.  

Sing and Never Get Tired is a classic gospel album sung in a soulful, rootsy, bluesy style 
with a musical backdrop that recalls the best of 60s gospel and rock music. With its earthy 
vocals, gorgeous harmonies and effortless swing, it is music with the power to heal and 
transport. It is music created by men who are living in the same world full of struggle and 
cares that we all have to endure. This is an album of hope that reminds us that no matter 
how many times we get cheated, lied to and knocked down, faith can move mountains and 
music can give us the strength to get up, wipe ourselves off and try all over again.

“The Sojourners new album is just plain good listening. But more importantly it shouts for 
social justice by reinforcing those inseparable links between the early spirituals, gospel, 
and activist folk music which all arise from hope, faith and courage in the face of adversity.  
Listen and you shall be released.” - Marc Lindy, Gospel Train - CFRO 100.5 fm
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Media Reaction

The Sojourners
(2010)

“Grabbing you from the first moment of the soaring title 
track with pitch-perfect harmonies, (with) vocals that 
shine like church stained glass. 
— NOW Magazine

“Each singer has a fantastic voice in his own right and 
they all combine to make a powerful, pleasing sound.” 
— Sceneandheard.ca

“Rich and textured voices that harmonize along a rolling 
sea of sound waves; They take you on a gentle walk 
down the back alleys and pathways of the soul and have 
you cathartically ending up on the other side.” 
— AnEVibe.com

Whatever your spiritual inclinations, this is a gem. From 
‘Eyes to the Prize’ to ‘Father Along’, it’s soul-stirring stuff. 
Rating: A.”  
— The Province

“Project producer Dawson wisely employs minimal 
accompaniment, with himself on various guitars and 
ukulele, Keith Lowe on double bass and Geoff Hicks on 
drums, as he strives to recover that “old school” spirited 
sound of seminal sanctified groups such as the Soul 
Stirrers and the Swan Silvertones.” 
— Sing Out!

“Introduced backing Jim Byrnes’ wonderful, Juno-winning 
2006 recording House of Refuge, this Vancouver-based 
gospel trio’s debut is an old school gem. (They) produce 
soulful harmonic and rhythmic textures carved from a 
sanctified repertoire of gospel, folk, and soul classics.”  
— The Times-Colonist.

“The ultimate weapon here is the high harmony singing, 
and The Sojourners are as brilliant as any of their 
Southern kin.”  
—  Telegraph Journal

“The Sojourners are preserving the jubilee-style of 
quartet singing that was once the most popular form of 
gospel music. And doing a marvelous job of it, I must 
say.” Three out of Four Stars.”  
—  The Black Gospel Blog

Hold On
(2007)

“Our boys have recorded a slide-guitar-soaked 11-track 
Hammond B-3 organ-driven throwback to the old-time 
jubilation-style gospel vocals of the Blind Boys Of 
Alabama. By God, this is a great album.”
— The Ottawa Express

“The Sojourners confirms music lightning can strike twice 
in the same place.”  — The Record.com

“One of the tracks on this set is entitled “It’s Hard To 
Stumble (When You’re On Your Knees)” – well, the 
Sojourners don’t stumble once on this wonderful set and, 
I can only say that I am on my knees praising it”.
—  The Black Gospel Blog 

“Inserting secular covers signify that this is Gospel 
music with many a nod to roots musics of all kinds. It’s a 
slippery line to walk and as the Sojourners seems to be 
the only ones strutting it, God bless ‘em for bringing back 
Gospel with grit.” 
—  Cashbox

“It’s the trio’s outstanding vocal blend, which achieves 
an uncanny balance between passion and polish, that 
makes it such a winner.”  
—  Living Blues

“It’s not like anything you’re likely to encounter on the 
modern gospel circuit, or, for that matter, in any other 
gospel era. Even Mahalia Jackson, staunch traditionalist 
though she was, would likely welcome the Sojourners’ 
inventive approach to the Word.”  
— Bluegrass Special

Whatever your spiritual inclinations, this is a gem. It’s 
soul-stirring stuff. Rating: A. 
 — The Province

“The Sojourners draw on influences from the gospel, 
soul, blues, r&b and country traditions, throw them in 
their own melting pot, and emerge with a unique sound. 
This music grew on me every time I played it.” 
— Blues & Rhythm

“We dig it and you will too.”  
—  Midwest Records


